PRESCHOOL STORY TIME -- DRAGONS
Tuesday, November 6, 2012

OPENING SONG: “CLAP YOUR HANDS, CLAP YOUR HANDS” #6 on Tickles and Tunes by Kathy Reid-Naiman

BOOK 1: HOW TO BE FRIENDS WITH A DRAGON by Valeri Gorbachev

BOOK 2: ONE DROWSY DRAGON BY Ethan Long

SONG: I’M A LITTLE DRAGON (to the tune of I’m a Little Teapot)

I'm a little dragon, strong and stout.
Here is my tail and here is my snout.
If your get me upset, better watch out!
I'll give you something to shout about!
Source: http://fingerplays-b3ok.blogspot.com/2012/04/im-little-dragon.html

BOOK 3: A DRAGON MOVES IN by Lisa Falkenstern

ACTION SONG: Swing Your Dragon Tail (make actions to words)

Turn around once and swing your dragon tail.
Turn around twice and flap your wings like sails.
Turn around three times, stomp your feet and roar.
Jump up high, then sit down on the floor.
BOOK 4: **WHO WANTS A DRAGON?** by James Mayhew

**SONG: DRAGON POKEY**

*(version of Hokey Pokey!)*
You put your right claw in,
You put your right claw out,
You put your right claw in,
And you shake it all about,
You do the dragon pokey
and you turn yourself around
That what it's all about.

... left claw
...tail
... dragon self


BOOK 5: **THE SUNFLOWER SWORD** by Mark Sperring *(talk through and show kids)*